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has proven to be an excellent fit with the
mission of the National Park Service. The NPS applied ethnography program focuses on the array of communities and
other groups who, because of their intimate relationship to place, have a stake in the agency's resource and development
decisions. Through consultation and research, the program makes their voices more audible and the resources they traditionally value more visible in decision-making. rJ The program got a modest start in 1981, building the necessary policy foundations.1 Later, external partners added their support, with the Society for Applied Anthropology and the
American Anthropological Association taking prominent roles in the Congressional arena. Informal teamwork paid off
in a small contract research fund and additional staff. The program expanded to include regional offices in Seattle, Sante
Fe, Denver, and then Boston and Atlanta. Offices in the Great Lakes, the Great Plains, and Alaska expanded the group
with their own regional anthropologists. \1 The program's main goal is to further democratize decision-making in park
planning, resource management, and interpretation. This is accomplished through multiple strategies. One is to use
ethnographic methods to identify communities, tribes, and other stakeholders. Some interest groups readily express
their views in writing and at public meetings, and the law compels consultation with Native American groups. But people inexperienced with the language and process of federal planning often keep their concerns muted, do not come forward when opportunities arise, or reject involvement with bureaucratic protocol when they find it culturally incompatible with their own way of making decisions. Rigid deadlines and large-scale public meetings satisfy bureaucratic
needs but rarely consider those of the community. Under the program's aegis, ethnographic field research reaches out
to these constituents, meeting the dictates of the National Environmental Policy Act in the process. rD The introduction of Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedures addressed the need for local voices early in planning. NPS planners
necessarily tend to focus on visitors from afar and on nationally significant resources. Rapid assessments shine more
local spotlights, revealing community concerns and the meanings assigned to places that sometimes diverge from, yet
enrich, national values. rJ Although still experimental, rapid assessments have already reaped benefits. In Philadelphia,
Setha Low and her team highlighted the importance of the Liberty Bell—largely seen as a Euro-American symbol of
independence—to the history of neighboring African Americans as well as to more recent Caribbean immigrants.2 In
Washington D.C., Brett Williams and her team demonstrated the significance of urban national parks as neighborhood
places where African American communities host homecomings, Hispanic teams play soccer on weekends, and urban
denizens of many backgrounds cultivate gardens.3 Community-building is a consequence of all these activities.
LEFT: Entrepreneur and community organizer Maggie Walker, whose efforts to gain inclusivcness for African Americans in Richmond during the late
19th and early 20th centuries earned her a prominent place in history.
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Through ethnography, local groups participate in the social construction of their own
pasts. Parks shift from presenting an outsider's
view to one that incorporates the perceptions
of those whose lives and histories are being
interpreted. Clearly, park visitors benefit from
multiple, if sometimes conflicting, interpretations that convey real complexities instead of
unidimensional, homogenized stories.
Interpreting plantation parks is a particular
challenge. The tendency to interpret controversial pasts from the official record can mask the
proud and painful experiences of African
Americans and other minorities. Change is
underway thanks partly to ethnographic work
at the plantations of Louisiana's Cane River
Creole National Historical Park. My work at
Magnolia Plantation4 and later interviewing at
Oakland Plantation with Sherri Ann LawsonClark, Allison Pena, and Larry Van Horn5 dramatized the strong, often divergent views of
slavery among current descendants of enslaved
people and their owners. What was a rational
business system for some was an inhumane
institution for others. Enslaved people developed strategies to counter slavery's pernicious
effects: resistance movements, forms of public
mimicry to ingratiate themselves to their owners, songs and dances to symbolize private
resentments, and ways to undermine the success
of the plantation. Sharing these perspectives
with visitors—southern and northern, national
and international, as well as with the local people whose ancestral ways are the focus—confronts the park with difficult choices. Not doing
so, however, abrogates our responsibilities as
stewards of the nation's past and future. Cane
River's superintendent agrees, saying that
ethnographic assessments are extremely useful
for understanding the complex cultural systems
that NPS works with on the local level.6
Ethnography adds dimension to places ordinarily seen as having fixed, objectively defined
boundaries, places categorized as archeological
sites, historic structures, or cultural landscapes.
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For more information, contact Miki Crespi,
Chief Ethnographer, NPS Archeology and
Ethnography Program, 1849 C St., NW, NC 210,
Washington, DC 20240, (202) 343-8156, fax
(202) 343-5260, e-mail miii_crespi@nps.gov.
F O O T N O T E S

PHOTOS BY MIKI CRESPI

Two VIEWS or LOUISIANA: Melrose

Plantation, a private museum (top);
Worker quarters at Magnolia Plantation,
Cane River Creole NHP, occupied from
the mid-1800s to the 1960s (bottom).
Other characteristics emerge from the perspectives of people whose ethnic history and identity are traditionally associated with these
resources and whose cultural survival depends,
to some extent, on their continued use. The articles in this issue give a range of examples; others
are baptismal sites, the churches at San Antonio
Missions, the Sweet Auburn community of
Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Ellis Island
buildings memorialized in myths about cultural
passages from the old world to the new. We call
them "ethnographic resources."'' Because culturally informed management requires readily
available information on these resources, the
people who value them, and whose views must
be considered, NPS has begun a computerized
Ethnographic Resources Inventory that promises to become an important management tool.
National parks and the diverse peoples linked
to them are members of the same ecosystem,
bound by different yet joint interests to the
same body of resources. Ethnography makes
these links apparent.

1. In 1981, Douglas H. Scovill, then Chief
Anthropologist at the National Park Service,
hired me to work with him in developing the
program. Supporting the effort were the former
Associate Director of Cultural Resources, Jerry
L. Rogers, and the Deputy Associate Director of
Cultural Resources, Rowland T Bowers. In
1990, once the program foundations were built
and NPS funded a limited pilot project, Hal
Vreeland (later joined by Charley Cheney) of
the Society for Applied Anthropology and
Judith Lisansky and Lisa Jacobson of the
American Anthropological Association began to
educate Congress on the program's importance
and the need for funding.
2. Low, Setha, Rapid Ethnographic Assessment:
Independence National Park, NPS Denver Service
Center, 1995.
3. Williams, Brett, et ah, Rapid Ethnographic
Assessment of Civil War Defenses of Washington and
Anacostia Park Management Plans, NPS Denver
Service Center, 1998.
4. Crespi, Muriel, A Brief Ethnography of Magnolia
Plantation: Planning for Cane River Creole National
Historical Park (draft), NPS Denver Service
Center, 1999.
5. Crespi, Muriel, Sherri Ann Lawson-Clark,
Allison Pena, and Larry Van Horn, A Brief
Ethnography of Oakland Plantation (draft), NPS
Denver Service Center, 1998.
6. Thanks to Superintendent Soulliere of Cane
River Creole NHP and Cultural Resources
Manager Fanelli of Independence NHP for their
thoughtful comments.
7. Crespi, Muriel, "Inventorying Ethnographic
Resources Servicewide," CRM, 10:4 (1987).
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For nearly a decade, ethnog-

also designed a form to capture information on ethnographic

raphers at the University of

landscapes, the larger networks that encompass both resources

Arizona's Bureau of Applied

and places. By putting the place and resource information in con-

Research in Anthropology

text, this form allows us to investigate origin stories, migration

have grappled with the chal-

traditions, settlement patterns—the entire mosaic of a region's

lenge of identifying Indian

land use. The form also elicits data on trail systems associated

resources on public land.

with songs, dreaming, and pilgrimages, crucial to unraveling

Much of our work, under

complex cultural connections.

contract

agencies,

Last summer saw the most comprehensive test of the landscape

involves carrying out native

with

form, when the Park Service contracted our team to research

consultations required by

Ojibway land and resource use in the western Great Lakes, past

preservation law. Over time, these consultations—informed by

and present. Fieldwork was conducted at

Minnesota's

current anthropological theory—have advanced both our under-

Voyageurs National Park, Wisconsin's Apostle Islands National

standing of native peoples and the sophistication of our research

Lakeshore, and Michigan's Sleeping Bear Dunes National

methods.

Lakeshore and Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore. Much of

Through trial, error, and eventual success, we've developed

what we learned would have escaped archeological scrutiny.

three types of forms to gather information during field inter-

Seven U.S. Ojibway tribes and three Canadian first nations

views with tribes. The term ethnographic resources, introduced by joined the anthropologists in the field. Research revealed that
men and women, young and old, see traditional land use differthe Park Service in 1987, sums up the information we solicit on
the places, plants, animals, minerals, and landforms that are

ently. Although each group had different concerns, we found

entwined with Indian history and culture.

that understanding the Ojibway's connection to water was cen-

Ethnographic places do not necessarily yield material evidence

tral to understanding them as a people. This connection, which

the way archeological sites do. This is particularly true among

permeates their cosmology, is manifest in creation stories,

tribes whose traditional lifeways have not modified the land in a

migration traditions, and rituals. We identified traditional uses

permanent, or archeologically obvious, manner. Thus the impor-

for a host of plants, animals, minerals, landforms, and water-

tance of the interviews—and the forms that structure them.

ways; this information will be incorporated in the NPS system-

Over the course of projects for NPS, the Bureau of Reclamation,

wide ethnographic resource inventory, which will help park

and the Department of Energy, we conducted interviews with

managers understand, interpret, and protect the resources in

tribal members on plants, animals, and rock art, devising what

their care.

we call a resource-specific form. Likewise, we developed a place-

Ethnographic research gives native people a voice in managing

specific form, used for the first time at Utah's Zion National

what has been an important part of their lives for centuries,

Park, Arizona's Pipe Spring National Monument, and four sub-

revealing the deeper, human dimensions of the lands agencies are

sequent projects. Our understanding grew as interviewees

charged with preserving for future generations of Americans.

BY GENEVIEVE DEWEY-

offered a broad range of informa-

HEFLEY. M. NIEVES

tion on their spiritual and mate-

ZEDENO. RICHARD

rial connections with their sur-

Stoffle, Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology, Haury

roundings. Over time,

Building, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, e-mail mze-

STOFFLE, AND FABIO
PITTALUGA

with

input from Indian people, we

For more information contact M. Nieves Zedefio or Richard

deno@u.arizona.edu or rstoffle@u.arizona.edu.
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the

LTJ
problem
of t h e

the local burden
of national policies
BY EDWARD B. LIEBOW

If there is one thing I have learned over the past two d e c a d e s of providing policy advice on a number of social, public health, and environmental
issues, it is this: the problems we leave for government are among the
stickiest, the ones for which no simple, ready solution can be found, the
ones where the stakes are high, the uncertainties great, and the impacts broadly felt for the
longest time. H Who do we count on to promote
world peace, to clean up the toxic by-products
of a vigilant defense effort? Who do we expect
to care for sick people who are least able to
pay? Who do we tap to support the openended pursuit of knowledge, confident of a
payoff someday, even if we can't predict its
precise nature? H That's right, it's "we, the people"—our government. And
if the business of government is policymaking, it is an article of faith that
if you start with the wrong formulation of the problem, you will end up with
b a d policy. And problem structuring is an important aim in having a cultural anthropologist on a policymaking team. 11 A few highlights from
recent projects show how, in the landscape of problems entrusted to government, cultural anthropologists engage those most likely to bear the
local burden of national policies.
ABOVE: Low-level waste stored in a trench at Washington State's Hanford Nuclear Facility;
RIGHT: Community activist Tom Bailie, who represents those living downwind from the plant.
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"In practical terms, the issue is whose values
should inform the choices.
Who ought to sit at the table when the big
decisions get made?"
Dealing with Nuclear Contamination
One of the more polluted places on earth, the Department ol
Energy's Hanford nuclear facility has been suspected of posing
health risks to thousands of people who have shared its air- and
watersheds in the Pacific Northwest. Cultural anthropologists
have been part of a multidisciplinary team assisting the U.S.
Public Health Service in reconstructing where and how people
were living when they might have received the greatest exposure
to contamination.1
How many people were exposed to unhealthy levels? At what
ages? What kinds of food, drinking water, time spent outdoors, or
occupations placed them at greater risk? Did certain groups—
tribes, migrant farm workers, military personnel—receive higher
doses? How prepared are the region's health care providers to
answer their questions? These arc the issues in deciding the
appropriate kinds of health care and education.
The singular contribution of anthropologists has been in equip
ping communities to take part in making the decisions. In a sense,
a mutual transformation is taking place among agency scientists
and the public they are trying to serve. Just as communities and
tribes have learned to talk the talk of environmental toxicology,
health physics, and hydrology, specialists in these fields have
learned from seeing their models implode, their introspection a
poor substitute for considering the many, sometimes conflicting
values held by the public.
A strategy of inclusion, collaboration, and acknowledgment of
local insight, fashioned with the help and oversight of anthropologists, helps assure that the "public interest" in fact embraces a
broad scope of perspectives, particularly those held by disadvantaged groups historically excluded from the dialogue.

Disposing of Chemical Weapons
Across the country, chemical weapons are slated for destruction,
to reduce the risk of contamination and to honor an international
treaty Where there are large stockpiles, incineration is the choice
of a National Research Council committee directed by Congress
to weigh the hazards of different disposal alternatives. Many citizens' groups remain unconvinced of the incinerators' safety. The
U.S. Army, who is carrying out the task, not only faces choices
about the disposal technologies, but also questions about public
health and the environment once the choices are made.2
A multidisciplinary team of social scientists, including an
applied anthropologist, conducted more than 200 individual
interviews and 40 focus groups in communities near where the

lO
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weapons are stored. Interviews were also conducted with Army
managers. We found out a great deal about the underlying reasons
for the conflict. The Army managers saw their job as carrying out
technical studies to demonstrate that incineration, a choice made
by Congress, can be done safely. In contrast, the residents' concerns were broader, echoing those of local groups across the country: Who is making the decision? Is it fair? Has the public been
given opportunity for involvement? Has the agency's track record
demonstrated concern for the community? What can the community expect in the future? Can the public trust agencies responsible for their safety?
Our research highlighted the real problem: the impossibility ol
addressing issues of technology without addressing issues of fairness, safety, and agency credibility. In the public's view, those
aspects of the chemical stockpile program were all inextricably
linked.

Tracking a n Outbreak
Syphilis has just about been eliminated in most parts of the country, but not in several southern states, where it is heavily concentrated among African-Americans. When the South was awash in
an outbreak during the late 1980s and early 1990s, federal health
officials assumed it was from people exchanging sex for crack
cocaine, whose use was on the rise at the time.
Conventional wisdom holds that for many sexually transmitted
diseases, persistence depends on a group of people who frequently change partners, as they can be a reservoir of infection among
the sexually active. The implications of this "core transmitter
group" are clear for disease policy: track and treat the group
spreading the infection and you will protect the public. Tracing
contacts also helps avoid long-term costs like caring for congenitally infected infants and children.
At the request of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, a multidisciplinary team of public health researchers
and applied anthropologists assessed the agency's strategies for
supporting control and prevention by state and local agencies.5
This work revealed a much more complex social landscape for
transmitting the disease. Sex-for-drugs exchanges are risky, but so
arc other social situations. Incarceration in state prisons and local
jails, being homeless and nearly-homeless, and men having anonymous, unprotected sex with other men in public venues like parks
and highway rest stops all placed people at elevated risk for
becoming infected.
We suggested to CDC that the notion of a "core group" is at best

misleading, because it directs the focus to an extremely small
number of people, rather than taking a step back and seeing a
number of distinct, if not altogether mutually exclusive, social
players. What's more, we suggested that stigmatizing individuals
as members of a so-called "core group" can undermine trust in
public health. We also suggested that, rather than "reinvent the
wheel," CDC collaborate with local institutions since many of the
at-risk already have ties to them. By re-framing the problem in
terms of risk scenarios, we helped to identify the people most likely to acquire or transmit the disease, the institutions likely to
reach them, and the ways to mobilize these institutions.

Who M a k e s t h e Big Decisions?
i n each of these cases, the central policy question is how to reduce
the public's exposure to hazards. Finding acceptable answers
involves value-laden, conflict-riddled choices over who will bear
the burden locally in order to achieve a widespread benefit. In
practical terms, the issue is whose values should inform the choices. Who ought to sit at the table when the big decisions gel made?
Too often, choices are regarded as matters of "fact" to be made only
by specialists with the right knowledge or "expertise." Non-specialists are labeled "inexpert," their judgments discounted as illinformed, politically motivated, or both. In my experience,
excluding them from decisions promotes a lack of trust in the specialists, a feeling that the hazards and remedies are beyond the
control of those most affected.
One specific aim of the applied anthropologist's involvement is
to give voice to the insights of the non-specialists, lending
authority to lay judgments about health dangers and the agencies
responsible for managing them. In recent decades, anthropologists have been forced to learn that sharing ethnographic authority—relinquishing its sole possession, really—is essential to
building policy that serves the public interest in the next century. Now we must rise to the challenge of transforming the practice of scientific undertakings, helping scientists to re-examine
the premise of "scientific authority" on which all science-based
policy is founded.
Anthropologist Edward Liebow has conducted research and public policy analysis throughout the United States and in Australia,
examining a variety of energy, public health, and social policy
issues concerning disadvantaged communities. For more information, contact him at the Environmental Health and Social Policy

Center, 909 NE 43rd Street, Seattle WA 98105, (206) 675-1002,
fax (206) 675-1005, e-mail <liebow@policycenter.com>.
NOTES

1. In particular, the Centers for Disease Control, Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry, and the Indian Health Service. For
more information about the Hanford-related public health studies,
look to the world wide web at www.doh.wa.gov/hanford/. Also, the
Intertribal Council on Hanford Health Projects, a consortium of
nine tribal governments involved in the Hanford work, is described
in Wilkinson. |.R., and E.B. Liebow, 1998, "Tribal Involvement,
Tribal Capacity, and Historical Dose Reconstruction," in T. Takaro,
editor. Proceedings of the First Annual Conference on The Health of the
Hanford Site: Current Challenges, December 3-4, 1997, Richland,
Washington, Seattle: School of Public Health, University of
Washington.
2. For more information about the Army's program for disposing
of chemical warfare materiel, look for additional reading and
background information on the web at www-pmcd.apgea.army.
mil/ and at the not-for-profit Keystone Center's online "Dialogue
on Assembled Chemical Weapons" at http://dialogue.pmacwa
.org/. Also, see Liebow, Edward B., Judith A. Bradbury, Kristi M.
Branch, ct al. 1998. "The Landscape of Reason: A Scheme for
Representing Arguments Concerning Environmental, Health, and
Safety Effects of Chemical Weapons Disposal in the U.S.," High
Plains Anthropologist 18(2): 115-126.
3. For an overview of the epidemiology of syphilis in the South, see
Thomas, James C , Alice L. Kulik, and Victor J. Schoenbach, 1995,
"Syphilis in the South: Rural Rates Surpass Urban Rates in North
Carolina," American journal of Public Health 85(8): 1119-1122. An
anthropological analysis of sex-for-drugs exchanges can be found
in Ratner, Mitchell S., 1993, "Sex, Drugs, and Public Policy:
Studying and Understanding the Sex-for-Crack Phenomenon," in
Crack Pipe as Pimp: An Ethnographic Investigation of Sex-for-Crack
Exchanges, Mitchell S. Ratner, ed., New York, NY: Lexington
Books. See also our recent evaluation report: Liebow, E.B., K.R.
Mitchell, K.J. Goodman, G.P. Myers, L.A. Fish, M.L. Hare, and
M.O. Butler, 1996, Assessment oj STD Prevention Program Responses to
the Early Syphilis Epidemic in the Southern United States, prepared for
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Center for
Prevention Services, Division of STD/HIV, Contract No. 200-930626, Seattle: Battelle Seattle Research Center, Report No. BSRC700/96/011.
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A recent article in the Washington Post reported about a
practice in West Virginia called mountaintop removal. The
process blasts away rocky "overburden," laying bare seams
of coal for mining. The rubble, deposited in valleys and hollows, has buried more than 450 miles of stream beds. The
practice presumably enables the coal-dependent state to
remain competitive and provide jobs for its residents.
Eventually, the coal industry "rehabilitates" the

lew _.
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i

by Theresa Trainor
OPPOSITE: Colorado rancher discusses erosion of his property with EPA representatives. Nearby development has
brought more asphalt a n d concrete, which, along with other factors, has increased runoff in the watershed.
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"IS DECAPITAjmG A MOUNTAIN
merely a utilitarian decision
to sustain a community and
keep a traditional industry
competitive?"
"stakeholder" and calling a public meeting "community involvement."
Overall, our aim was to improve understanding of the ways people perceive the environment. For example, is decapitating a mountain merely a utilitarian decision to sustain a community and keep
a traditional industry competitive? How does the practice affect
recreational hunters and fishermen, or long-time residents who
revere the solitude and beauty of the place and whose identity is
deeply rooted in the mountain way of life? These questions suggest
the central role that culture should play in environmental planning
and management. In fact, during a recent reorganization, Mike and
I were welcomed into the office of water, reflecting an increased
demand for the social sciences in the agency.
SEEING THE HUMAN DIMENSION

Our strategy consisted of three mutually reinforcing elements:
program development, research, and strategic institutional
change. Program development included creating the Community
Cultural Profiling Guide: Understanding a Community's Sense of Place a n d

PHOTO BY FRANK JOHNSTON, © 1998 WASHINGTON POST

mining sites, making them ideal for golf courses and malls. The
state's development office says "there's a great need in West
Virginia for flat land."

ABOVE: From land that has been in his family since the
1800s, Larry Gibson watches a mining blast on a nearby mountaintop. Strip mining denuded the area in a
short amount of time.

RE-INVENTING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

encroaching on plant and animal habitat. Such pollution is tied
closely to human behavior and lifestyle choices, not industry. In
dealing with some of these situations, EPA is complementing its
role as regulator by re-inventing the way it does business with an
approach focused on communities.

There are many such situations where competing economic, environmental, and cultural values are creating complex challenges for
people trying to reach agreement about the best use of our nation's
natural resources. Many of today's pollution problems lie in diffuse sources beyond EPA's regulatory reach, like the fertilizer
washing down street sewers into our waterways, and the impervious concrete of rapid, often uncontrolled development
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Community-based environmental protection provides an opportunity for cultural anthropology. At EPA, within the former office
of sustainable ecosystems and communities/office of policy, I

worked as the community dynamics team leader in a setting
something akin to a "think tank." This setting enabled our team—
which included another cultural anthropologist, Michael
Kronthal—to experiment with applying the concept of culture
and social science methodology to a world of policy, regulation,
enforcement, budget cycles, grant programs, and social science
naysayers.
We found many public participation tools already in the EPA
milieu. We used the social sciences to deepen awareness of the values held by the diverse citizenship in communities across the
nation. We advocated incorporating a cultural framework into the
agency's approach, as opposed to merely labeling someone a

corresponding training. The Guide discusses what makes up a
community and how to use social science methodology to learn
more about it. We provide technical assistance to communities
themselves in the form of internships, fellowships, consultant
assistance, and workshops through a cooperative agreement with
the Society for Applied Anthropology, an international organization concerned with applying the social sciences to contemporary
issues. We developed training in consensus building and negotiation that takes into account cultural differences, along with materials on public participation strategies, communicating with the
public on ecological issues, and monitoring socio-environmental
concerns. Research efforts include encouraging EPA's office of
research and development to include more social science topics in
the agency's research agenda, such as com- CONTINUED ON PAGE 18 •
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BUILDING

A PUBLIC

INTEREST

A MTHTRO
THE S O C I E T Y FOR A P P L I E D A N T H R O P O L O G Y ' S ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY PROJECT

Environmental change comes
BY BARBARA J O H N S T O N

in many forms, yet usually

has one consistent aspect: the upheaval it causes in human
lives. As the world's resources are exploited more intensively, cultural anthropology is demonstrating the link
between environmental quality and the human condition.
The Environmental Anthropology Project brings together

The South Florida Eastward Ho! Project
As part of massive redevelopment in the Miami
metropolitan area, cultural anthropologists are
engaged in several related projects to compile
a multi-faceted profile of communities that will
be affected. They hope to draw a picture of the
region's complex human face, with its array of
ethnic groups, young and old, rich and poor, as
players in a process that involves not only redevelopment, but also restoring the Everglades
wetland ecosystem.

the Society for Applied Anthropology and the EPA to

The work involves creating a GIS map illus-

enable communities to be heard at the decision-making

trating the economic, social, and historic dimen-

table. The project provides assistance to local groups,

that may have been contaminated with haz-

describes the social strata that make up a community, and

ardous waste in the past. Health data gathered

sions of the area, with overlays showing places

from residents will provide a baseline should
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defines the political network where environmental policy

medical problems develop in the future.

is made. It brings a focus on humanity to policymaking. It also brings interns
and fellows—the next generation of cultural anthropologists—into the real
world of issues and policy, providing experience they would get nowhere else.
This project validates the fact that environmental problems create winners
and losers. Winners profit from exploiting resources. They are rarely "local,"
and their status typically insulates them from the discomfort. Losers suffer
from lost resources, health, and livelihood. Their powerlessness is often tied to
poverty, ethnicity, or religion.
The society has found that the right to use resources and to play a role in
how they are managed are crucial to sustaining communities. But strengthening the community voice has its risks. Every locality has its history of conflict.
Environmental planning breaks down when old wounds are reexamined and
emotions take over. Anthropologists often find themselves working as culture
brokers, sorting out misinterpreted behavior as they listen to complaints,
mediate conflicts, and promote compromise. This process of engagement is
essential to a public interest anthropology.

Anthropologists are also working with the
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Governor's Commission for a Sustainable South
Florida to communicate citizens' concerns and
perceptions. The project is not only helping
communities in Miami, but is also developing a
methodological tool kit for other places undergoing large scale redevelopment.
Restoring the Everglades
The Florida Everglades is one of the most fragile ecosystems in the world. But with the settlement of south Florida, water from it has been
dammed, drained, and rerouted—a crisis that
launched what has been called the biggest
environmental reconstruction in history. With
4.5 million people living adjacent to the
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Everglades, the task is for-

local communities to exam-

cerning development a n d

midable. The demographic

ine the interplay between

the wisest use of their

mosaic—culturally diverse

agriculture, ecological

forests. An anthropology fel-

communities characterized

stewardship, a n d the social

lowship provided a chance

by extreme economic

environment. Through its

to explore these issues.

inequity—further compli-

partnership with the

cates the problem.

Interviews with residents

Society for Applied

allowed researchers to

Anthropology, the agency

identify vested parties, clar-

working with the

h a s established a n anthro-

ify their interests, a n d allow

Governor's Commission for

pology internship that,

them to express their con-

a Sustainable South Florida

through interviewing a n d

cerns. Anthropologists

to communicate citizens'

other methods, is drawing a

organized public meetings

concerns a n d perceptions.

detailed cultural picture of

to explore the mill's poten-

Part of the strategy is to get

the region.

tial impacts a n d build a

Anthropologists have been

the different parties to see

In the process, some
important issues have sur-

With a clearer picture of the

perspectives.

faced: How do farmers view

community, SfAA fellow

environmentally sound agri-

Cheryl McClary w a s able to

social scientists h a v e

cultural practices? What

create a model for resolving

a s s e s s e d feasibility studies

are the obstacles to their

the conflicts. This work

for the restoration to give

use? How do farmers view

prompted state agencies to

planners, ecologists, a n d

the EPA? The results, hope-

examine the effects of chip

engineers a clearer picture

fully, could m e a n a coming

mills in general a n d how

of the h u m a n environment

together of interests—feder-

forests should b e m a n a g e d

by promoting ethnographic

al a n d local—for a healthy

for long-term sustainability.

studies, community profiles,

environment, socially a s

a n d the like.

well a s biologically.

The Columbia Plateau

North Carolina's Chip Mills

Agricultural Initiative

With the proposed construc-

In eastern Washington

tion of a wood chip mill, the

State, where agriculture is

residents of North

a n economic a n d social

Carolina's Rutherford

force, EPA is working with

County faced decisions con-

Anthropologists
have confronted
complex issues in
communities where
agriculture is a
powerful social and
economic force.

consensus on what to do.

the issues from e a c h other's
Anthropologists a n d other

ABOVE:

For more information, contact Barbara Johnston,
Director, Society for Applied
Anthropology
Environmental Project, 554
Brooks Avenue, San Jose,
CA 95125, (408) 271-9552, email bjohnston@igc.org.
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munity profiling. Institutional change has resulted from working
with EPA committees, offices, and its partners to raise awareness
of the usefulness of the non-economic social sciences. Our efforts
include bringing in speakers and cultivating social science sympathizers to review documents and contribute ideas. And, we built
a network of social scientists nationwide with whom we consult
and link to projects.

ically collected cultural information. One pilot, conducted with
the Nature Conservancy, included focus groups, a survey, interviews, and analyses of local newspapers. In one case, the profiling
showed how the Conservancy had misperceived local attitudes
toward the environment.
As the manager of a Conservancy property planned for sustainable harvesting of trees, he became increasingly aware of the lack
of local participation and land use planning in the community.
Initially, the Conservancy had little hope of nurturing a sustainability ethic in one of the poorest counties in the state. However,
the profiling showed remarkable support for preserving the quality of life and natural beauty of the place—as well as for sustainable economic development. The results fostered a countywide
vision for the future. Said the preserve's manager: "I've lived in
Adams County for six and half years and from this one exercise
I've learned so much more and realized that preserve managers
were making decisions on errant assumptions . . . This process
teaches us what we have to do."
Our agreement with the Society for Applied Anthropology has
become a real cornerstone in placing anthropologists in the community. Data about values and the links among stakeholders,
along with the re-framing of long-standing issues, have demonstrated the value of the anthropological perspective. For example,
the outbreak of Pfisteria in the Chesapeake Bay raised concern
about the economy, the environment, and the quality of life in
local fishing communities. Most federal and state funding in
response to the outbreaks was targeted to the hard science side of
the problem. Our office was able to fund two anthropologists, an
SfAA fellow and an intern from the University of Maryland, to
work on the state's lower eastern shore. As a result, the human
dimension of the issue was reframed to understand the perceptions and belief systems related to the outbreaks. The findings—
which are being shared widely—are targeted to state officials in
the hopes of assisting them in developing an appropriate policy
and response.
The greatest strides at the government level have been in influencing the agency's research agenda, thus furthering reinvention
efforts. We've worked closely with EPA's office of research and
development on a number of national research solicitations. One is
a $3 million partnership with the National Science Foundation
that includes a section on social factors and the environment.

THE VALUE ADDED

Community profiling proved to be one of our most useful tools.
Over the past two years we piloted a number of projects, demonstrating to EPA and its community partners the value of systematBELOW: Rancher d i s c u s s e s the impact of flooding on his
land with EPA representatives.

h."
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UNEXPECTED SUCCESS

One of my first presentations at EPA was called
"Anthropologists Don't Just Collect Bones!"—my response to
the periodic confusion I encounter when I tell someone I'm an
anthropologist. In the early days ol my oil ice. there was a great
deal of skepticism about what the social sciences could contribute. Isn't working with people just common sense? Given
that the science of environmental protection is EPA's business, it has been a slow road toward convincing people of the
efficacy and rigor of the social sciences. The greatest challenges remain in demonstrating the difference they can make
in achieving the agency's mission.
For me, the anthropological perspective has provided tools
for understanding the nuances of government culture and
greater patience with culture change.Within the agency,
anthropology has demonstrated the relevance of the social
aspect of environmental protection. It has shown the value of
local versus expert knowledge, and it has provided opportunities to test the applicability of the anthropological
approach, with its rich and specific detail, to national policy.
The success of our efforts seems to be based on our grassroots approach to advocating for the human dimension.
Instead of focusing on a broad social science agenda, we've
built a foundation of projects, tools, and training. We've provided specific examples of how the social sciences apply to,
for example, preserving a watershed.Wherc anthropology
may have been viewed within the EPA as unrelated, it is
increasingly becoming a valuable perspective, something
people in the agency can use daily. The personal interaction
with anthropologists has reinforced their confidence in new
ideas, unlocked the freedom to use words such as "sociocultural" in their daily discussions, and opened the door to the
rewards of working with a new species at EPA.

For more information contact Theresa Trainor, Program
Analyst, Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water,
Oceans and Coastal Protection Division, 401 M Street, SW,
(4504F), Washington, DC 20460, (202) 260-3009, fax (202)
260-9960, e-mail trainor.theresa@epa.gov.

S E R V I C E

The divisions between agency
officials and local minorities arc
less distinct these days as the
National Park Service campaigns to recruit underrcpresent
ed peoples into its ranks. Among
others, the change was fostered
by Ed Natay a Navajo now in
charge of the southwest region's

BY GEORGE ESBER AND ED NATAY

Office of American Indian Trust,

and George Esber, a non-Indian cultural anthropologist whose field and
bureaucratic experience proved invaluable in the position of regional ethnographer when it was created in 1990. The pairing required a "respectful part
nership," they say, which has come to symbolize the agency's approach. -Ed.

From the very beginnings of the southwest region's Office of
American Indian Programs over 20 years ago, NPS has been
committed to working with native groups on a host of issues.
In the early 1990s, however, Ed Natay and I began a series of
initiatives that set the region on a new path.
Our office developed a contract research program to identify communities with traditional ties to parks and involve
them in management decisions. The partnership enlightened
planners on issues such as traditional ownership and use of
park resources, the native view in interpreting places, and the
repatriation of collections and human remains.
These issues played out when New Mexico's Petroglyph
National Monument was established in 1990. The monument
contains thousands of petroglyphs, five volcanoes, archeological sites, and other features important to local communities,
both Indian and Hispanic. The Park Service knew that local
pueblos traced their ancestry to the place, but was uncertain
about which ones and how. Together we fought for and won
local representation on the planning team, a first. Native people helped researchers collect information on the cultural
aspects of the landscape, such as the location of shrines, some
of which are still used and require special treatment.
New Mexico's Bandelier National Monument saw continued
success; representatives of San Ildefonso Pueblo were involved
in planning from the start. Before this time, consultations with
local peoples—often little more than a letter inviting feedback—didn't begin until after basic park plans were complete.
The regional ethnographer's position defined new turf in the
NPS bureaucracy; ethnographers are now essential to identifying stakeholders and their concerns. As the agency transforms its ranks, links are being forged between NPS parks and
people as well as with affiliated communities. Therein lies the
difference between an adversarial federal government and one
that minds the resources of and for the nation's peoples.
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Ground-truthed information, I learned at the National

Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration, is data collected by remote

platforms like satellites interpreted with information from instruments

SUSTAINING AMERICA'S FISHING COMMUNITIES

such a s rain gauges or buoys on the earth's surface. The instruments

on the ground act a s a corrective if clouds obscure the satellite's view—
a vital function when it comes to tracking weather patterns like hurricanes. II Ethnography is another way of getting ground-thruthed information. Anthropologists begin at the most elementary level, the ground
level, a s a starting point for understanding how people organize themselves, what is important to them, and how political institutions, social
class, and ethnicity affect their attitudes or values. This type of groundtruthed information is enormously useful in setting responsive and sci-

By Shirley J . Fiske illustration by randy mays
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"NOIW's responsibilities encompass more than measuring
[the indicators of] harvesting fish. From its inception, the law establishing
the agency's stewardship, the 1976 Magnuson Act, called for describing
a community's culture as well as its historic participation in fishing."
entifically accurate policy for natural resources in general and, at
NOAA, coastal and marine resources in particular.
This article highlights one of NOAA's primary responsibilities—
building and sustaining America's marine fisheries. With fisheries,
as with the weather, NOAA needs information from many sources
to know what is going on at the ground level. The efforts described
here were undertaken by university faculty sponsored in part by
NOAA's National Sea Grant Program and National Marine Fisheries
Service. They are two examples of how NOAA uses ethnographicknowledge to accomplish its mission.
IDENTIFYING FISHING-DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES
NOAA's responsibilities encompass more than measuring the biological and economic indicators ol harvesting fish. From its inccp
tion, the law establishing the agency's stewardship, the 1976
Magnuson Act, called for describing a community's culture as well
as its historic participation in fishing. Under the 1996 reauthorization of the act, concern for the health of fishing communities
reached new visibility. Since many fishermen began to face overall
limits or individual quotas on how many fish or shellfish could be
harvested, the bottom line was that many communities were under
severe economic stress. Fishermen were unable to make their vessel
mortgages, service businesses like ice or gas suppliers were going
bankrupt, and families faced the social problems that go with being
out of work for a long time. When large numbers of families are
affected, the whole community feels it. The reauthorization called
for assessing the regulations' effect on communities' sustained participation in fishing—their ability to survive. It further required
efforts to mitigate adverse impacts.
Congress, however, did not define what constitutes a fishing community—a controversial issue, because they are not always cohesive, bounded seaports. Fishing communities are often a network of
individuals and businesses linked to the production of the finished
product, and each link is dependent on fishing harvests for their
income. The reauthorization of the Magnuson Act brought new regulations calling for a more comprehensive definition of these communities. The National Marine Fisheries Service assigned the task
to an anthropologist, Dr. Patricia Clay, because of the discipline's
established body of research on fishing families, their communities,
and the industry in general.
The job did not depend on new ethnographic fieldwork, but rested on a generation of earlier research sponsored primarily by the
National Sea Grant College Program and NMFS. This research, as it
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has informed the regulations, recognizes that a fishing community
is not solely comprised of vessel owners, but includes crew members and families with varying levels of dependence on the harvest.
It also includes secondary businesses that process, market, and supply. Under the new regulation, a community must have a geograph
ic locus as a minimum to be considered a community, but its unique
economic and social conditions will be considered, including networks that extend beyond town or seaport lines.
The act required each NOAA region to address "community
dependency." Each region used existing data to draw minimal community profiles. All the regions, however, are seeking to develop
more thorough descriptions of communities. The northeast
region—through an agreement with anthropologists at MIT, the
University of Rhode Island, and economists at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution—hopes to develop technical guidance
on how to identify communities and describe both sociocultural
and economic dependency.
NEW WAYS TO MANAGE MAINE'S LOBSTER HARVEST

NOAA does not have a specific ethnography program located in one
place in the organization, like the National Park Service. But it is
clear that NOAA's investments in anthropology, through the
National Sea Grant College Program and National Marine Fisheries
Service, have been important in shaping management practices for
coastal and marine resources, as illustrated by the work of
University of Maine anthropologist Jim Acheson.
The National Sea Grant Program, one of NOAA's partnership programs that underwrites science and outreach on coastal issues, first
funded Acheson in 1977 when he studied the adoption of wire lobster traps in three communities along the coast of Maine (traditional traps were made of wood). This work began a long-term research
relationship between Acheson, the Maine Sea Grant Program, and
lobstcring communities and families, which has fostered trust and
respect for academic research among lobstermen. The value of the
work was underscored by the development of an innovative
approach to managing Maine's lobsters.
Acheson's insightful 1988 book The Lobster Gangs of Maine laid the
groundwork for fishery managers and lobstermen to understand
the web of relationships that determines their survival and quality
of life on the water: the principles of territoriality and "ownership"
of lobster resources, the social organization of harvesting on a local
scale, and the implications for the reigning conceptual paradigm in
fisheries. Along with others such as the National Science

Foundation, the Sea Grant Program in Maine continued to fund
Achcson, who has researched the political history of lobstcring,
trap technology, management issues such as trap limits, and views
of the "boom and bust" phenomena from the perspective of those in
the industry as well as that of biological scientists, suggesting management strategies using the knowledge of lobster fishermen.
Acheson's longstanding work, along with that of his colleague at
the University of Maine, economist Jim Wilson, has positioned
them among the leaders involved in recent changes in lobster management. In 1995 Maine enacted a new approach to state lobster

Association, a representative of the Maine Department of Marine
Resources, and other individuals, they are members of the lobster
zone working group, which in 1999 held meetings I mm the south
crn tip of the state to "down east" Maine, to address local questions
and concerns regarding the new management regime.
This model of how fisheries can be run in partnership with state
fishery managers—utilizing local control (instead of a top-down,
one sine I its all management) and the expertise and stewardship ol
generations of fishermen—is now being considered by both fishermen and state resource managers as a model for harvesting scallops.

"The ground-truthed approachtalking with people in the community to incorporate their knowledge [and]
values in management—has important payoffs for resource management agencies."
management, resting on local councils and "zones," in which lobstcrmen play an integral role in tailoring the regulations to their
immediate area, deciding such issues as how many traps an individual can have or when they can fish. The law provides for several
important innovations: (1) The creation of zone councils, drawn up
to reflect various localized fishing conditions, historical "territories," and the needs of fishermen in different areas of the coast; (2)
more authority and responsibility for the lobstermen—the councils
can propose gear restrictions, regulate time of fishing, or other management practices—to be implemented in their area; and (3) the
establishment of a two-year apprenticeship program, which in
effect limits entry to the field while passing on practice and traditions to the next generation of lobstermen.
Cited as an example of co-management between the industry and
state resource managers by some in the fishing industry, the new
program is just getting underway. Many have contributed to the
innovations, including state resource managers, marine extension
specialists, lobstermen's associations, scientists, and the lobstermen themselves. Central to its development, however, is the work of
the two social scientists that provided the ground-truthed knowledge of how the fisheries function. Wilson's work on chaos theory
in economics, for example, argues that government has a role in setting the general parameters of fishery management, but that other
decisions can and probably should be based on more local knowledge about the health and functioning of an ecosystem. Acheson's
work on the social organization of lobstcring has shown the value of
building on local traditional practices, rather than instituting
statewide homogenous regulations. These research legacies are
being played out as the new laws are implemented through the
Maine department of natural resources working with local zone
councils.
Acheson and Wilson continue to play a lead role in developing the
new councils. Along with the head of the Maine Lobstermen's

soft-shell clams, and sea urchins in the Northeast. The results so far?
It is early, but it seems that lobster co-management has been
launched successfully.
Most impressively, local councils are stepping up to responsibility
and actually imposing stricter trap limits. This development conn
ters the widespread beliel that lishermen will "fish out every last
fish in the sea" if they are allowed to manage their own fisheries.
There are subtler but equally important results: the zone councils
have brought into political participation a new generation of fishermen (the 30 to 40-year-olds) who are apparently consummate
politicians as zone chairs. And, information sharing among state
resource agencies and fishermen has improved dramatically. The
end results will be better conservation of lobsters, better compliance with regulations, and more tailored rules commensurate with
local practices and needs.
THE PAYOFFS
Identifying the nature and extent of fishing communities, fishingdependency, and how management measures affect all tiers of the
harvesting enterprise arc all important considerations. The ground
truthed approach—talking with people first to incorporate their
knowledge, social organization, and values—has important payoffs
for resource management agencies.

Shirley J. Fiske is currently on leave from NOAA, working as a
Brookings Institution Legis Fellow on Capitol Hill with issues such
as invasive species, coral reefs, alternative energy sources, and land
and water conservation—from the human perspective. For more
information, contact Shirley J. Fiske, R/SG, National Sea Grant
College Program, 1315 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD
20910, (202) 224-6361. Collage photographs courtesy Shirley J.
Fiske and Jim Acheson.
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T H E LIVING LANDSCAPES OF AMERICA'S CITIES
by rebecca Joseph

ALL PHOTOS NPS

Speaking one afternoon of "the tyranny of existing structures," Boston Harbor Islands' Superintendent
George Price points out that that the physical remains of the urban past represent only a small part of
American history. "It's easy to jump into existing buildings, infrastructure, recreational opportunities, the
whole tourism thrust," he says. "To look only at the Boston harbor islands a s recreation possibilities for the
21st century cuts them short of their history, what makes them important. Our responsibility is to do the
research and make sure [the public] gets the whole package." Price should know. He spent many years a s
a manager of Lowell National Historical Park, one of the national park system's premier urban parks.
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PREVIOUS PAGES: HMS Rose sails past Boston Harbor Islands Park.

Urban national parks are vital public

height of production,

manufacturing

spaces as well as markers of national her-

operations covered 21 acres off Main

itage. The diversity of people connected

Street. Edison enterprises provided thou

with these sites produce needs that may

sands of jobs for generations. A former

appear at odds with the purposes of a

worker, now 77, recalls, "I joined the

national park. To better address the chal-

Thomas A. Edison company because as I

lenges to preserving all the site's impor

grew up my father had been with the com-

tant resources while providing for public

pany ... forty-nine years and seven months

enjoyment and use, urban park managers

when he retired. Our family and all the

often turn to ethnographers for help.

other families that grew up in the Oranges

Location does make a difference. Urban

were all part of the Edison family ... They

national parks are integral parts of the

went through the plants and said, if you

built environment. They provide a labora-

have any brothers or sisters ask them to

tory in which to study the meaning of

come in for an interview . . . A lot of men,

urban spaces through the knowledge of

their daughters came to work there . . .

people who know them intimately. Parks

[Edison] wanted to keep the families in.

in the Northeast commission ethnograph-

Like I had a brother, a sister, and myself."

ic studies to better understand the signif-

Ethknoworks' Michael Agar, who con-

ABOVE AND OPPOSITE: Gardening at

icance of these places and their con-

ducted interviews with former Edison

stituents.

employees, neighbors, business people,

Brooklyn's Gateway National
Recreation Area gives city residents a sense of community and a
chance to affirm their cultural
backgrounds.

Edison National Historic Site lies five

and city officials in West Orange, was

miles from Newark (pop. 275,000) and

struck by the differences in how the

about 20 miles west of New York City in

National Park Service and long time resi

one of New Jersey's mostly intensively

dents interpret the park's significance.

other surprises for researchers and parks.

developed regions. The park memorializes

While some local leaders see an opportu-

In 1996, the National Park Service spon-

the achievements of inventor Thomas

nity to capitalize on their community's

sored an ethnographic study to support

Alva Edison by preserving his home and

Edison heritage, for others the park is a

the re-organization of Gateway National

research laboratory in West Orange.

painful reminder of what they view as the

Recreation Area's 20-year-old community

About 60,000 people tour Edison's labo-

abandonment of their community by

gardening program, which serves more

Sometimes urban ethnography yields

ratory and Glenmont estate each year. It is

McGraw-Edison, the corporate descen-

than 600 people at three sites in New

a primary destination for international

dant of the original Thomas A. Edison

York City. Because giving, exchanging,

visitors, school groups, and a small but

company, which ceased operations in

and processing produce arc important

increasing number of home educators.

West Orange in 1973. Moreover, ethno-

among the gardeners, several thousand

graphic interviews revealed that the com-

people in their households and social net

pany's carefully crafted family image was

works are also connected to the park's

not necessarily consistent with its prac-

resources.

With its emphasis on the great inventor
and the loss of many related buildings outside its boundaries to urban renewal, few
park visitors realize the full import of the
site. Established in 1886, the Edison corporate presence prevailed over West
Orange for more than eight decades. At the

tices. "It was fascinating to discover that
the development of organized labor [in
the Edison plants] was critical to all of
the people interviewed," Agar says.

The community gardens serve many
needs of city dwellers with limited access
to open space. For some, they are a therapeutic refuge from the rigors of urban life,
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providing opportunities to observe and

tation of African American associations

participate in natural processes as well as

with the site and its resources including

grow and provide fresh food to share.

church buildings, a cemetery, and adja-

According to University of California, San

cent non-federal lands. Though once the

Diego, anthropologist Steven Parish,

picturesque center of predominantly

"When people garden at Gateway, they

white "Old Eastchester," today the site is

often do much more than cultivate garden

surrounded by small industrial plants and

crops. They cultivate identities and har-

enormous oil tanks. In a city of 61,000

vest memories. It is not just that the gar-

that is 55 percent black, Mount Vernon

deners are diverse in terms of their social

residents include 96 nationalities.

ABOVE AND RIGHT: The imprint of

local communities at the gardens of
Brooklyn's Gateway National
Recreation Area.

and cultural backgrounds, their race or

Saint Paul's Church archives include

ethnicity; for many, the gardens are

documentation of its early beginnings as a

important as an affirmation of the histo-

"dissenting" church, its evolution into one

the 1960-1980 period African-Americans

ries and identities that constitute their

of

Episcopal

were numerically predominant. It was a

diverse identities and cultural back-

churches in the country, and its role in the

period of struggle as the small congrega-

grounds."

Revolutionary War. When the ethnogra-

tion attempted to survive, and it was also

Parish believes that in addition to serv-

phy project began, site staff already knew

the period when efforts to transfer the

ing as a resource for the community,

a few things about the longevity of

site [to the Park Service] accelerated."

Gateway's gardens demonstrate how well

African American associations with the

Photographs collected by Pires-Hester

the Park Service mission fits in this urban

site. The cemetery, dating to 1704, con-

show African Americans worshipping,

setting: "Gardens and parks alike may

tains over 8,000 burial sites including free

getting married, and attending events

offer an experience of nature, of open

and enslaved Africans. Between 1710 and

alongside stalwart white parishioners in
the Parish Hall.

the

oldest

Protestant

space. If some gardeners use their garden

1800, the percentage of the Eastchester

plots to remind themselves of their her-

population owned by others increased

itage and history, so do national parks:

from 8 to 15 percent. By 1910, only 1,345

they express and preserve the memories

Mount Vernon residents (4 percent) were

of the nation . . . [these] gardeners are

African

doing

the

Homestead, adjacent to the cemetery, was

National Park System does on a much

occupied by descendants of Benjamin

vaster scale—affirm a connection to

Turner,

nature and to the past."

American of the mid-19th century, prior

in

miniature

Establishing

something

strong relations

with

African American communities is a prior-

Americans.

a

prominent

The

free

Turner

African

to a controversial land taking by the City
of Mount Vernon in the 1930s.

Pires-Hester believes that "the African
American presence is integral to the site
and area's social history—not a separate
story at all—and the challenge is to capture and interpret that continuum." Her
ethnographic fieldwork confirmed "a
reservoir of interest that can be tapped
with aggressive outreach, display representation, follow up and creative programming."

ity for Manhattan Sites Superintendent

Anthropologist Laura Pires-Hester says

Urban park managers recognize that

Joseph Avery, who uses ethnographic

of her work at Saint Paul's Church,

ethnographic research speaks to their

research to address local conflicts, apa-

"Ethnographic research was especially

needs. Just ask John Piltzecker, superin-

thy, and antipathy among constituents.

crucial in locating and documenting

tendent of the two-year-old New Bedford

Saint Paul's Church National Historic

details of the 20th century African-

Whaling National Historical Park in

Site, a unit of Manhattan Sites located in

American presence and associations with

Massachusetts. Recognizing that a small

Mount Vernon, New York, undertook an

the site . . . [the] interviews confirmed

group of surviving whalers, like 102-year-

ethnographic study to improve documen-

that indeed in the "functioning Church" of

old Antonio Lopes, and their immediate
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"When people garden at
G * a t e W a y 5 they often do much more than cultivate
garden crops. They cultivate identities and harvest memories."
descendants are key to the park's mission

Museum, the New Bedford Historical

to focus the study—Wampanoags and

of preserving and interpreting 19th centu-

Society (an African American organiza-

African Americans along with people of

ry American whaling, he secured funding

tion), the Azorean American Heritage

Cape Verdean, Azorean, West Indian, and

for a documentation project to begin this

Committee, the Descendants of Whaling

Yankee descent.

year. As whaling drew from diverse popu

Masters, and the folklorist Laura Orleans,

Boston Harbor Islands' Superintendent

lations so does this ethnographic project.

the park has identified 10 families inti-

George Price has funding for an ethno-

Working with the New Bedford Whaling

mately associated with whaling on which

graphic study, too.
For more information, contact Rebecca
Joseph, Program Manager, Northeast
Region Ethnography Program, National
Park Service, 15 State St., Boston, MA
02109, (617) 223-5056, fax (617) 223-5195,
e-mail beckyJoseph@nps.gov.
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The Olympic Peninsula, on Washington State's northwest coast, has been viewed as
a vast wilderness, but perhaps vastly diverse better describes its
Pacific coastline, rainforests, and mountainous peaks. Glistening
lakes and alpine meadows punctuate the landscape, and magnificent rivers, fed by glaciers, run through lush forests below.
Equally diverse are the people who have lived here since long •

a voice for

diversity
Preserving a Native
American Homeland in
the Pacific Northwest
"It is impossible to understand man without understanding his environment and the forces that have
molded him physically and mentally." -Rachel Carson by jacilee wray and marie hebert
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"Unpublished material.. .

highlighted indigenous uses of the peninsula's interior unrecognized by
popular accounts and, indeed, by
most of the non-Indian community."

before the first Europeans explored the peninsula's coast in the
1780s. Understanding the interactions of these people and their
environment is essential to preserving the close to a million acres
entrusted to the managers of Olympic National Park. In fact, the
Forest Service, U.S. Fish & Wildlife, and the state's department of
natural resources all have a stake in protecting the peninsula. So
do the tribes that retain traditional ties to it. Partnerships are
essential, with tribal associations presenting a unique opportunity to understand the relationship between people and the environment.
The Makah, Lower Elwha Klallam, Jamestown S'Klallam,1 Port
Gamble S'Klallam, Skokomish, Squaxin, Chehalis, Shoalwater
Bay, Quinault, Quileute, and Hoh all live on or near the peninsula.
Several of their reservations, ranging from 200 to almost 200,000
acres, border the park. Many aspects of park management relate to
the tribal connection to the landPREVIOUS PAGES: The
scape. In 1990, the park began a
Olympic Peninsula's
research project to look at these
diverse environments.
Northwest Indian traditional ties. The project has
stripping bark from a provided a compelling amount of
tree; ABOVE: Native information on the relationship
fishermen of the between the tribes and the park.
Northwest; RIGHT:
What was discovered, in compiling
Indians baking
an annotated bibliography, was a
salmon.
wealth of research that shed new
light on the region and its inhabitants. Unpublished material—
early anthropological field notes, historic photos, land records
and maps, settlers' journals, and archival documents—highlighted indigenous uses of the peninsula's interior unrecognized by
popular accounts and, indeed, by most of the non-Indian community. Oral histories filled in the picture of Indian life in the rugged
terrain. The mountains were once major travel routes, facilitating
trade and other interactions such as marriage alliances that, in
turn, provided access to resources and territorial knowledge.
Ethnographic interviews alerted us to ongoing significance of the
interior, where people still acquire spiritual power. The place is the
reputed home of powerful beings such as Thunderbird, said to have
created many of the landforms of the peninsula. These interviews,
and walks through the area with tribal members, led to informative
discussions about past and present uses of the park, enhancing our
perspectives of its cultural landscapes.
The result of the research was an ethnographic overview and
assessment that provides park managers with a historical and con-
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temporary foundation for understanding relationships with the
tribes, including treaty rights, legislation, and official government
policies. Such research, coupled with tribal cooperation fostered
by NPS ethnographic initiatives, has facilitated compliance with
laws and regulations that call for tribal consultation, such as the
National Historic Preservation Act, the Archaeological Resources
Protection Act, the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act. Park projects have been
enhanced as well; for example, research in advance of removing a

dam on the Elwha River enhanced understanding of the waterway's links to the Elwha Klallam Tribe and early homestead families. This goes beyond mere compliance with preservation law.
To facilitate alliances, the park anthropologist and other staff
consult with tribal members and native groups such as the
Olympic Peninsula Intertribal Cultural Advisory Committee,
made up of nine tribes. Where issues concern more than one, the
committee is in a position to facilitate communication among
themselves as well as with NPS and other agencies. The park
anthropologist works closely with members on projects such as

the watershed analyses required under the President's Forest
Plan, whose goal is to manage forests for the benefit of the entire
ecosystem.2
In 1995 the Quileute tribe requested that the park anthropologist and anthropologist Jay Powell assist them with a watershed
analysis the Forest Service was conducting on the Sol Due River.
This work considered tribal cultural factors that would not have
been sought or even understood without the involvement of the
Quileute tribe and their cultural specialists: where traditional
plants were once located, the extent of animal habitat in the past
compared to today, and—not as quantifiable but just as important—the features of the land that give continued meaning to the
tribe's way of life.
The Olympic Peninsula is a diverse ecosystem where American
Indians have resided for at least 10,000 years. The knowledge they
contribute is extremely valuable for land managers, not only to
help them comply with legal mandates, but also to better understand the interconnectedness of people and the landscape.
Olympic National Park is one of the many stewards of lands that
have cultural importance to tribes. With the ethnography program and the intertribal committee, the park has an exceptional
opportunity to understand and protect places of cultural importance, and provide a voice for tribal diversity and identity so that
indigenous populations can continue to be guardians of their
homeland.

Jacilee Wray is anthropologist at Olympic National Park, 600 East
Park Ave., Port Angeles, WA 98362, (360) 452-4501, fax (360)
452-0335. Marie Hebert is chairperson of the Olympic Peninsula
Intertribal Cultural Advisory Committee and cultural resources
director and council member for the Port Gamble S'Klallam Tribe.
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PRESERVING NATURE, CONSERVING CULTURE
IN THE ALASKA ECOSYSTEM

Although Alaska is blessed with parks and preserves of considerable scope, migratory animals
like caribou and waterfowl ignore the artificial political and management boundaries humans impose upon the
landscape. A caribou herd may cross over from Canada, traverse native territory, pass through several federal
refuges, and ultimately calve in a state park. Conserving these species is a complex effort that involves coordination among many constituents. The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act placed
special pressures on park managers to deal with consumptive practices on park lands. The act, a compromise
among a range of interests, opened preserves to sports hunters and allowed the continuation of native hunting
and fishing practices in newly formed parks, j The National Park Service is in the difficult position of
mediating between traditional harvest practices, which may view resources as being sentient and in infinite
supply, with western concepts of restricted harvest seasons and bag limits. Determining the nature of traditional use often demands ethnographic inquiry.

;

Five years ago, the draft report Ecosystem Management

and the National Park Service called on the agency to collect a broader array of ethnographic data than it had in
the past because differing social attitudes and cultural practices can affect how natural resources are managed.
Today, NPS ethnographers pair quantitative research, which provides data like census figures, income, and
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range of species, with narrative studies, which communicate a
community's character, values, and traditional beliefs.
Natives and other rural Alaskans consume almost 75 percent of
the 50 million pounds of wildlife harvested each year. The vast
majority of rural communities are accessible only by air or boat,
making the purchase of processed foods extremely expensive. The
economic numbers are revealing. In Anchorage, the price of food is
25 percent higher than it is in most
PREVIOUS PAGE:
cities of the western United States.
Preparing for a
Rural residents, however, pay double
seal hunt,
the Anchorage cost—and have considSeammon Bay,
Alaska; OPPOSITE:
erably lower annual incomes. In a
Seal hunters negorecent study, researchers estimated it
tiate ice in search
would take over 75 percent of one comof open water;
munity's total cash income to replace
BELOW: Boys with a
the wildlife they harvest in a year.
harvest of birds.
Other statistics reinforce the realization that wildlife is essential to survival in the Alaskan bush. On
average each of the state's rural residents consumes about 375
pounds of meat and fish annually, compared to the U.S. average of
225 pounds. In the Arctic region, villagers may average 650 pounds
per capita. Subsistence hunters, unlike sports hunters interested in
trophy animals, harvest a wide variety of species-moose, caribou,
seal, walrus, salmon, whitefish, and several types of berries. Fish
are generally the most important resource, comprising about 60
percent of all the protein in their diet.
However, statistics tell only part of the story. Ethnographic
reports, coupled with public testimony solicited by cultural
anthropologists, fill in the rest. This considerable body of research
shows that, for rural native
groups, the social aspects of
harvesting, processing, and
sharing food are paramount.
Whether it is clamming, processing salmon at a fish camp,
or seal hunting with a father
or brother, subsistence activities provide the most basic
memories and values in an
individual's life. They teach
the person to fish, hunt, and
process in a way that is efficient and not wasteful. They
promote generosity, respect
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for the knowledge of elders,
and self esteem. The single
most respected and reinforced role for young men is
that of the successful hunter
who distributes the fruits of
his harvest widely in the
community. In short, these
activities provide the moral
foundation for continuity
between generations.
Even with detailed ethnographic information in hand
it is not always easy to find
common ground. NPS is
tasked with maintaining
"natural and healthy populations" of species. Its managers and community members may agree on the health
of a particular species, but
what do we mean by natural?
For example, park managers
and research biologists may
view a natural brown bear
population as the maximum
number of bears that can be
supported by the existing
habitat. Local communities, who compete with bears for berries
or have the drying racks at their fish camps raided by juvenile
bears, may view much lower numbers as natural.
Understanding the tenets of "traditional ecological knowledge"
can help managers negotiate these very different worldviews. For
their part, native people believe it is in their best interests if managers consider this knowledge when they make decisions.
Traditional ecological knowledge is "built up by a group of people
through generations of living in close contact with nature," says
Martha Johnson in Lore: Capturing Traditional Environmental
Knowledge. "It includes a system of classification, a set of empirical
observations about the local environment, and a system of selfmanagement that governs resource use."

that animals have souls or make sentient choices. Practical outcomes can be accomplished when both sides set aside insistence
on one view and share information on the natural history of a
species, its relationship to other species in the ecosystem, and the
health of the population. Mutual respect, and an understanding
of both traditional and western knowledge, holds great promise
in achieving NPS objectives in ecosystems management.

ecosystem management cannot work in Alaska, one would have to
be pessimistic about its chances of success anywhere else.

Federal and state conservation units in Alaska may constitute
sufficient acreage to sustain non-migratory species in a protected
contiguous habitat. But, as we have seen, even in Alaska's vast
spaces, human influences permeate the landscape. Ethnography
provides a critical tool for understanding human influences on the
environment and for negotiating conflicting values.

However, in the view of some game biologists and land managers, traditional ecological knowledge mixes concepts that they
find useful with others that they cannot accept, such as the idea

Thus, Alaska presents one of the best test cases for the stewardship of ecosystems. Though the challenge is formidable, few places
in the world have comparable personnel and financial resources. If
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For more information, contact Don Callaway, National Park
Service, 2525 Gambell St., Anchorage, AK 99503, (907) 257-2408,
e-mail don_callaway@nps.gov.
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"This project validates the fact that
environmental problems create winners
and losers. W i n n e r s . . . are rarely local;
their status typically insulates them
from the discomfort. Losers suffer from lost
resources, health, and livelihood.
Their powerlessness is often tied to
poverty, ethnicity, or religion."
B a r b a r a Johnston, "Building a
Public I n t e r e s t Anthropology," page 16
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